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The story units in this study are the units described in Common Lisp based on the types of 
folktales analyzed by Seki et al. We have been developing story units for our integrated narrative 
generation system (INGS) as a type of narrative technique that generates a new narrative based 
on the synthesis, transformation, expansion, and so on, of a narrative structure. The story units 
function in the INGS with conceptual dictionaries. In this paper, we combine these story units 
with a verb conceptual dictionary and a noun conceptual dictionary. The constitutional elements 
of each story unit are verb and noun concepts; therefore, combining them with a noun conceptual 
dictionary enables the substantial function of story units based on the types of Japanese folktales 
as a group of narrative techniques in the INGS. 
 
© 2022 The Author. Published by Sugisaka Masanori at ALife Robotics Corporation Ltd. 

This is an open access article distributed under the CC BY-NC 4.0 license 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/). 

 

1. Introduction 

There are various approaches to narrative generation. For 

instance, Ogata divided the majority of past narrative 

generation systems into a problem-solving or planning-

based approach, a structural approach, and a synthetic 

approach [1]. Planning-based models view the sequence of 

events that make up a story as a causal sequence toward an 

end goal. For example, the TALE-SPIN system [2] 

generates a story by taking a character’s goal as the story’s 

goal and using an inference engine to connect the events 

that lead from the initial to the final state. In contrast, 

structural models involve a narrative generation process 

based on narrative structural formalizations, such as story 

grammar and story schema. Two systems, GESTER [3] 

and JOSEPH [4], consist of an interpreter with both a story 

grammar and a world model. The BRUTUS system [5] 

employs a blended approach by using various problem-

solving methods, such as goal-based planning, and 

structural techniques, such as story grammar and theme 

structure. Such synthetic systems can be grouped into a 

third approach. 

The comprehensive survey of narrative generation 

systems by Alhussain and Azmi [6] covers machine 

learning and neural network approaches as narrative 

generation techniques. For example, the Buncho system [7] 

uses GPT2, a version of a generative pre-trained 

transformer (GPT), to perform machine learning using a 

corpus of novels on the Web. 

Moreover, the introduction of conceptual and literary 

knowledge is effective for more interesting narrative 

generation. These two themes were positioned at the center 

of our narrative generation research. Ogata developed 

several conceptual dictionaries to flexibly deal with 

conceptual and linguistic knowledge for various aspects of 

narrative generation [8] and presented a method to 

computationally treat the knowledge of types of folktales 
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[9]. Concerning the literary knowledge, Ogata published 

three books that systematically describe from the 

comprehensive survey of literary knowledge to the 

implementation of several systems combined to literary 

theories [10], [11], [12]. 

Alhussain and Azm also state that the literary 

knowledge based on narrative theories is critical for 

narrative interest in story generation. They cited our papers 

related to Genette’s narrative discourse theory [13], [14], 

which showed a systematic classification of narrative 

discourse techniques in a novel [15]. 

In the above research context, we have developed an 

integrated narrative generation system (INGS) for story 

generation that introduces six types of knowledge [10], 

[11]. The INGS organically combines event generation 

using a conceptual dictionary [8] with narratology-based 

generation through a system [16], [17] based on Propp’s 

theory [18] and Genette’s narrative discourse [15]. 

Narratology has been used as a framework for sociological 

analysis in recent years; however, traditional narrative 

theory focuses on texts such as folktales and novels. 

Propp’s theory is based on folktales, whereas Genette’s 

narrative discourse is based on novel texts. We have been 

incorporating findings from narrative theory into our 

system, and this study extends the research that introduces 

the structural knowledge of stories in Japanese folktales. 

This study focuses on “Nihon Mukashi-Banashi Taisei” 

(“The Complete Collection of Japanese Folktales”) [19]. 

“The Complete Collection of Japanese Folktales” 

comprises the categories of folktales (types of folktales) 

based on the classification of European folktales by Aarne 

[20] and the collection of folktales by Seki et al. We used 

the types of folktales included in Volume 11 (Note: 

Volumes 1 to 10 contain the folktales Seki collected, and 

Volume 12 is a collection of research papers on folktales) 

for this study. 

We created folktale programs based on these types of 

folktales [21], [22]. The structure, termed as “story units,” 

was created from 825 folktales. Story units are knowledge 

used in story generation to create a story structure. The 

INGS synthesizes them based on conceptual dictionaries 

[8]. Therefore, we need to combine the story units and 

conceptual dictionaries for matched the case structure of 

events in the former with concepts stored in the latter. At 

first, we combined verbs in story units with verb concepts 

[9]. The remaining targets are elements (mostly nouns) 

stored in cases of the verbs of the story units. 

In this paper, we aim to combine nouns in the story units 

with the noun conceptual dictionary to generate stories 

using the story units in various techniques shown in Section 

4. This paper is closely associated with both conceptual and 

literary knowledge types for narrative generation, which are 

the most important topics in our narrative generation 

research. 

2. Overview of Story Units and the Noun 

Conceptual Dictionary  

This section describes the two elements that must be 

combined: the story units and the noun conceptual 

dictionary. 

2.1. Overview of story units and an example 

A story unit is the knowledge used to generate a story, and 

is a record of the story’s structure. It is based on the 

structure of a Japanese folktale, and its content expresses 

the structure of the folktale compiled by Seki et al. A story 

unit contains two or more events. Events have a case 

structure consisting of a verb and its accompanying case, 

each of which is associated with the conceptual dictionaries 

described in Section 2.2. The INGS generates stories by 

editing story units or combining story units based on 

conceptual dictionaries.  

Fig. 1 shows an example of the story unit. To make the 

story units available for story generation, we combined 

verbs and verb concepts [9]. However, the story units do 

not combine with noun concepts. The story shown in Fig.1 

is “A woman wears a demon-mask in a mountain. A 

monster sees the mask and runs away from her. The woman 

takes a treasure and goes home or becomes the owner of the 

monster’s house.”  

The details of Fig. 1 are described below. “motif0669” is 

the ID for the story unit. The “鬼の面[demon-mask]” is the 

story unit’s name. The list of verbs that follow this name 

summarizes the structure of the story unit. It is followed by 

a list of the story unit’s case structures. The verbs in the 

case structure are described using verb concepts. A verb 

concept has the descriptive form of a verb and a serial 

number. It indicates any one of the several meanings that 

the verb has, depending on this number. “Agent,” “object,” 

“counter-agent,” “location,” “to” are cases. Cases mainly 

store nouns, noun phrases, and adverbs and may store 

events. “(event 被る 1[wear] (agent (&sc 女[woman])) 

(object (&sc 鬼の面 [demon-mask])) (location (&sc 山

[mountain])”shows “A woman wears a demon-mask in a 

mountain.”  
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2.2. Overview of the noun conceptual dictionary 

The INGS has conceptual dictionaries [8]. Conceptual 

dictionaries are primarily referenced to generate events 

that comprise a story. There are nouns, verbs, and 

modifier conceptual dictionaries (adjectives, adjective 

verbs, and adverbs). This section describes the noun 

conceptual dictionary.  

The noun conceptual dictionary contains 5,809 

intermediate concepts and 115,769 terminal concepts. 

Intermediate concepts indicate the classification of 

noun concepts, and terminal concepts indicate the 

nouns that appear in the story. The hierarchical 

structure of the intermediate concepts had 13 levels. 

The subordinate noun concepts under an individual 

intermediate noun concept are (1) intermediate noun 

concepts only, (2) terminal noun concepts only, or (3) 

both intermediate and terminal noun concepts. 

Furthermore, general and proper nouns have different 

hierarchical structures. However, the description 

format remains the same. 

Fig. 2 shows the structure of an intermediate noun 

concept. We combine noun concepts corresponding to 

“terminal” with the story unit nouns (Section 3). Each 

item is described as follows:  

 

 

“Depth” indicates the position in the noun conceptual 

dictionary’s hierarchical structure, which can contain 

values from 1 to 13. 

 “Hype” indicates the intermediate concept of parent. 

 “Hypo” refers to the intermediate concepts of 

children. 

 “Terminal” shows intermediate concepts of 

children. 

 “Frame” does not currently signify anything.  

 
([Noun] 

       (hierarchy 

        (depth [Number]) 

        (hype [Intermediate noun concept]) 

        (hypo [Intermediate noun concept]) 

        (terminal [Terminal noun concepts])) 

       (frame nil)) 

Fig. 2. The structure of an intermediate noun concept. 

3. Combining Story Units with the Noun 

Conceptual Dictionary  

This section presents the results in a previous research 

and solutions to the possible issues that can be raised in 

response to these results. 

3.1. Results from previous research and problems 

In the process of creating the story unit shown in Fig. 1, 

we divided the folktale events according to the case 

structure. Consequently, the event components were 

divided into (A) verb components and (B) other 

components. Thus, based on [21], (A) has been 

combined with the verb conceptual dictionary and there 

are 3,695 elements in (B) and 766 are nested structures 

of events with verbs. Therefore, 766 elements were 

combined into a verb conceptual dictionary. The 

remaining 2,929 elements in (B), were classified 

according to the results of the morphological analyzer 

MeCab (used IPA corpus) [23]. Consequently, 1,888 

elements are nouns. The remaining 1,041 were 

combined for a separate study [24]. They include 

modifiers and character utterances. 

3.2. Method and results 

Among the 1,888 nouns, 1,062 can be combined with the 

noun conceptual dictionary. However, 826 cannot be 

combined. After describing the merging procedure, we 

summarize the details of each case. (1) First, for each of 

the 1,888 nouns, the noun concept was compared to that 

stored in the noun conceptual dictionary. (2) If the 

notation used to register the concept matched the noun 

in the story unit, it was considered a joinable noun. (3) 

(motif0669 (鬼の面[demon-mask]  

 (被る 1[wear] 見る 1[look] 逃げる 1[run-away] 

  (or (取る 1[take] 帰る 1[go-home]) 

  なる 1[become]))) 

((1 (event 被る 1[wear] (agent (&sc 女
[woman]))  

       (object (&sc 鬼の面[demon-mask]))  

       (location (&sc 山[mountain])) 
(2 (event 見る 1[look] 

(agent (&sc 化け物[monster]))  

(counter-agent (&sc 女[woman])))) 

(3 (event 逃げる 1[run-away] 

(agent (&sc 化け物[monster])))) 

(or 

 (4a (event 取る 1[take] 

(agent (&sc 女[woman])) 

(object (&sc 宝物[treasure]))) 

  (event 帰る 1[go-home] 

(agent (&sc 女[woman])))) 

 (4b (event なる 1[become] 

(agent (&sc 女[woman]))  

(to 

(&sc 化 け 物 屋 敷 の 主 人 [host-of-monster-

house]))))))) 

Fig. 1. Example for a story unit. 
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Then, each joinable noun was given an intermediate 

concept in the noun conceptual dictionary. 

In the above procedure, we combine 1,062 nouns 

with the noun conceptual dictionary. Fig. 3 shows a 

motif combined with noun concept in the noun 

conceptual dictionary. In this figure, the description 

form of “@X” means that it shows an intermediate 

noun concept and the part of “X” indicates a particular 

intermediate noun concept. Each intermediate noun 

concept in the noun conceptual dictionary contains one 

or more concrete values. For instance, ”@女”  in the 

figure has the concrete noun concepts, such as “女

[woman],” “妻[wife],” and “母[mother].” In this figure, 

“女@女” corresponds to a concrete “女[woman]” in 

the intermediate noun concept, “@ 女 .” This 

mechanism enables to generate diverse noun concepts 

in story generation according to the above manner. 

There are two types of 1,062 nouns: single nouns, 

such as “snake” and “bull,” and nouns with modifying 

words, such as “delicious dish.” The former could be 

examined directly in conjunction with noun concepts. 

For the latter, we omitted elements that modified the 

word and examined noun concept binding. 826 nouns 

cannot be combined. There are two reasons for this 

finding: no corresponding noun concepts and inability  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to combine proper nouns. In any case, if a corresponding 

noun concept did not exist in the noun conceptual 

dictionary, we considered adding a new noun concept. 

798 nouns have no corresponding noun concepts. The 

Japanese language uses several kinds of characters to 

write sentences; therefore, there are several ways to 

write a word. Noun concepts are not checked using a 

language notation dictionary for multiple notation 

methods. Nouns comprising two or more morphemes are 

not supported. For example, “radish” and “field” have 

corresponding noun concepts in the noun conceptual 

dictionary. However, “radish field” has no noun concept. 

There are 28 proper nouns. The noun conceptual 

dictionary contains general noun and proper noun 

concepts. However, there are various proper nouns. 

Therefore, the noun conceptual dictionary not store all 

proper noun concepts that corresponded to them. Proper 

nouns that cannot be addressed are names currently 

uncommon and unique in the story. 

4. Techniques for Using Story Units in the 

INGS 

The INGS can attempt to generate a variety of stories 

using story units combined with noun concepts. Fig. 4 

summarizes the possibilities of story generation: (A) As 

a simple approach, the INGS can generate a story 

according to the structure of a story unit. (B) The system 

can generate different story structures by editing the 

story unit. In particular, as described in Section 2.1, the 

INGS generates stories by editing story units based on 

conceptual dictionaries and by composing story units. 

For example, the INGS can generate different stories by 

changing noun concepts that appear in the story unit 

based on the hierarchical structure of the noun 

conceptual dictionary. 

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4 (C), new and longer 

stories can be generated by mixing and synthesizing two 

or more story units. In particular, the INGS can 

synthesize various story structures and story units. The 

INGS has knowledge bases for story generation, called 

“story content knowledge base.” Story content 

knowledge represents a story structure of various 

granularities. Story content knowledge bases are also 

associated with conceptual dictionaries, and story units 

can be synthesized with story content knowledge 

(motif0669 (鬼の面[demon-mask]  

 (被る 1[wear] 見る 1[look] 逃げる 1[run-away] 

  (or (取る 1[take] 帰る 1[go-home]) 

  なる 1[become]))) 

((1 (event 被る 1[wear] (agent (&sc 女@女
[woman]))  

       (object (&sc 鬼の面[demon-mask]))  
       (location (&sc 山 @ 山 { 本
体}[mountain])) 

(2 (event 見る 1[look] 

(agent (&sc 化 け物 @魔物・ 化け物
[monster]))  

(counter-agent (&sc 女 @ 女
[woman])))) 

(3 (event 逃げる 1[run-away] 

(agent (&sc 化 け物 @魔物・ 化け物
[monster])))) 

(or 

 (4a (event 取る 1[take] 

(agent (&sc 女@女[woman])) 

(object (&sc 宝物@宝物[treasure]))) 

  (event 帰る 1[go-home] 

(agent (&sc 女@女[woman])))) 

 (4b (event なる 1[become] 

(agent (&sc 女@女[woman]))  

(to 

(&sc 化 け 物 屋 敷 の 主 人 [host-of-monster-

house]))))))) 

Fig. 3. Example of a motif combined with noun 

concepts. 
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through conceptual dictionaries. Consequently, the 

INGS can incorporate the story structure of Japanese 

folktales into multiple types of stories. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we summarized the issues that arise story 

units created from types of folktales are combined with 

the noun conceptual dictionary. We then combined 

1,062 nouns from 1,888 nouns with the noun 

conceptual dictionary. Nouns were combined with 

noun conceptual dictionary without considering their 

modifiers. The remaining 826 nouns had no 

corresponding concepts. Therefore, new noun concepts 

must be registered in the noun conceptual dictionary. In 

the future, we will address elements of story units that 

have not yet been combined with conceptual 

dictionaries. 
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